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ABSTRACT

Programming subject was become one of the syllabus in Malaysia national 

school start from 2017. To introduce youth to programming, suitable programming 

environment to teach introductory programming should be determined. Many 

initiatives are proceeding to bring powerful ideas of computing into classroom around 

the world. A popular strategy being employed in this effort is the use of block-based 

programming environment. This environment found to be effective among younger 

learners. Their suitability in high school context is an open question. The existing tools 

was analysed to identify the suitable environment to teach introductory programming 

in high school. An experiment involving 30 participants was conducted to get their 

perception on three different programming environments; text-based, block-based and 

hybrid. Findings from the study reveal that participants in hybrid group scoring highest 

in content assessment and reporting higher level in enjoyment and engagement to 

traditional programming structure. After the completion of literature and exploratory 

research, a bidirectional hybrid programming environment was developed. This 

environment combines features of block-based and text-based interface to provides the 

platform and engagement of block-based tools with the power and authenticity of text- 

based introductory environment. A traditional hybrid programming creates a gap 

between block-based and text-based programming. It was be used to run in evaluation 

workshop involving of 13 students aged 16 -  17 years old. The evaluation of enhanced 

programming environment was determined by using triangulation of data; students’ 

perception and result from their assessment using an enhanced hybrid programming 

environment. Participants have positive perception on confidence and understanding 

of programming concept. Besides, they agreed that bidirectional hybrid programming 

environment offered a more effective way of introductory programming subject 

compared to existing environment they are using in classroom. Suggestions for future 

work are outlined and intended that this research will assist the development and use 

a bidirectional hybrid environment in teaching introductory programming.
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ABSTRAK

Pengaturcaraan merupakan salah satu subjek di dalam sukatan pelajaran 

sekolah-sekolah di Malaysia bermula tahun 2017. Untuk memperkenalkan belia 

kepada pengaturcaraan, persekitaran pengaturcaraan yang sesuai perlu digunakan. 

Terdapat tiga jenis persekitaran pengaturcaraan seperti berasaskan teks, berasaskan 

blok dan hibrid kombinasi teks dan blok. Para penyelidik mendapati bahawa 

penggunaan pendekatan dan persekitaran yang betul dapat menjadikan proses 

pembelajaran lebih efektif dan meningkatkan minat pelajar ke atas subjek 

pengaturcaraan. Terdapat beberapa masalah dalam penyediaan mengajar subjek ini 

termasuk kurikulum, pemilihan Bahasa, pedagogi pembelajaran, dan persekitaran 

pengaturcaraan untuk menyokong pembelajaran. Untuk mengenal pasti persekitaran 

yang sesuai untuk mengajar pengenalan kepada pengaturcaraan, perisian sedia ada 

dikaji dan dianalisis. Eksperimen melibatkan 30 peserta dijalankan untuk 

mendapatkan persepsi pelajar terhadap persekitaran pengaturcaraan berasaskan teks, 

berasaskan blok dan hybrid. Hasil kajian mendapati peserta bagi kumpulan hibrid 

mencatat rekod tertinggi dalam penilaian komutatif dan merasa sangat mudah untuk 

beralih ke pengaturcaraan berasaskan teks. Setelah selesai kajian kesusastreraan dan 

penyelidikan, persekitaraan pengaturcaraan hibrid dua arah telah dibangunkan. Ia 

digunakan dalam bengkel penilaian melibatkan 13 orang pelajar berusia 16 -  17 tahun. 

Keberkesanan ditentukan dengan kaedah triangulasi data; persepsi pelajar dan 

keputusan pengaturcaraan pelajar setelah menggunakan persekitaran hibrid yang telah 

dipertingkatkan. Peserta memberi perseptif positif terhadap keyakinan dan 

pemahaman konsep pengaturcaraan. Selain itu, mereka bersetuju bahawa persekitaran 

pengaturcaran hibrid dua hala menawarkan cara yang lebih berkesan bagi subjek 

pengaturcaraan berbanding persekitaran yang sedia ada yang mereka gunakan di kelas. 

Cadanngan untuk kerja akan datang digariskan dan bertujuan agar penyelidikan ini 

dapat membantu pembangunan dan penggunaan persekitaran hibrid dua hala dalam 

pengajaran pengaturcaraan.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Since the Stone Age, humans tend to make their lives easier by inventing 

variety of tools. In the twenty-first century, devices and gadget that solve our daily 

lives problems were created from mechanical, electronics and glued together with 

computer program. The first computer program was written by Ada Lovelace in 1842 

using Analytical Engine invented by mathematician Charles Babbage for calculating 

Bernoulli numbers. In 1951, an American computer scientist Grace Hopper wrote the 

first compiler known as A-0 in UNIVAC to convert sequences of subroutines and 

arguments into computer. Hopper works lead the computer program to be more human 

readable and, in 1957 IBM invented the first major programming language called 

FORTRAN that introduce the usage of IF, DO and GOTO statements.

In this century, one of the useful products of technology would be the 

computers. It becomes indispensable in our daily lives and increase the demand for 

computer scientist, which is expected to increase irrespective of the poor current state 

of the economy (Wellman et al, 2009). There is a necessity to produce competent 

computer programmer not just to program PCs and PDAs, but also washing machine, 

microwaves and a range of another essential item. However, there is a problem to teach 

students that do not have ability to code a program and attract their interest of study of 

programming (Bergin, 2006).

In Malaysia, programming subject become one of the syllabuses in national 

school starting 2017. According to CEO of Malaysian Digital Economy Corporation 

(MDEC) Datuk Yasmin Mahmood, this subject incorporated into the teaching method, 

especially in science and mathematics classes. This is an effort of government to 

encourage youth to take part in technology making instead of just being a user.
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Besides, this effort encourages cognitive and higher thinking skills among youth 

(Malay Mail Newspaper, July 18, 2016). In addition, primary and secondary school 

students were also exposed to computational thinking skills that be integrated into 

school curriculum (New Straits Times, August 11, 2016). According to Wing (2006), 

computational thinking is an approach for problem solving, system designing, and 

human behaviour understanding that extracts on the power and limits of computing. In 

addition, Wing (2006) claimed that this skill is an essential for everyone and should 

add to every child’s analytical ability besides reading, writing, and arithmetic skill.

There are two distinct standards under Ministry of Education Malaysia which 

are Primary and Secondary. Primary level (Standard 1-6) is a student’s age 7 to 12 

years’ old, while secondary level (Form 1-5) is a student’s age 13 to 17 years’ old. 

Primary level will be taught coding where school syllabus will be integrated with 

computational thinking. This lead to improve problem solving and critical thinking 

skills. At this level, student will be introduced to programming environment such 

Scratch so that students can applied their skills to practical situations. On the other 

hand, when they get into secondary level, they will be exposed to more advanced 

programming using programming language such Java and Hypertext Markup 

Language (HTML). Learning coding not only gives students knowledge to program a 

computer, but it builds problem solving skills, creative expression, and development 

of computational thinking.

There is significant debate about how to teach programming to novice since 

the introductory programming courses introduced in school and colleges. A lot of 

things need to be considered when constructing the course such curriculum, languages 

choices, learning pedagogy, and programming environment and tools for supporting 

learning (Pears et al, 2007). The term programming environment is referring to an 

environment that contains language specific editors and source level debugging 

facilities (Jones, 2004). This term also known as integrated development environment 

(IDE) that provides comprehensive facilities to computer programmers for software 

development. An environment might contain a text editor (for program preparation), 

an assembler (for program translation to machine language), and a simple operating 

system.
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1.2 Research Background

Anyone who wants to learn programming must choose a programming 

environment to create and run the program. Programming environment can be divided 

into three different types which are text-based, block-based and hybrid blocks/text 

programming. Text-based environment is an environment which the primary input and 

output based on text rather than visual or sound. In addition, users require to comply 

and conform to the formal syntax of the programming language.

Two decades ago, MIT Media Lab introduced a concept of block-based 

programming that eliminated the need to learn and memorize the syntax of a formal 

programming language (Schor, 2016). A block-based programming environment 

consists of variety of visual that leverage a puzzle metaphor and support drag-and- 

drop approach. This mean, users only use a mouse to assemble functioning program 

by snap together the instructions. Finding from research done by Weintrop & Wilensky 

(2015), block-based programming environment ease-of-use especially among high 

school students. There are many factors contribute to this statement; block using 

natural language, interaction of drag-and-drop composition, and the ease of browsing. 

While hybrid blocks/text environment is a combination of textual and block 

programming which allows user to bring together the preferred features of textual and 

block programming.

Myriad kind of environments have been proposed to fulfil the unique demands 

and challenges in teaching introductory programming. From the survey did by Cheung 

et al (2009), they realize there is a gap for students in Grade 11-13 (junior secondary 

school). They run programming workshops to teach beginners programming aged 

from 8 to 18 years old (from elementary school to secondary school) using Scratch 

software. Students in secondary school feel too bored because of the environment 

simplicity and limitation. They stated that they prefer conventional textual 

programming environment. While for elementary, they are enjoying and respond best 

to the environment. The authors of this paper realize there is a gap for students in Grade 

11-13 (junior high school). Students for that grade find that textual environments are 

too difficult while visual environments are too limited.
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Lewis (2010) had done study on students’ perception and learning outcome of 

block-based and text-based environment; Scratch and Logo. He found that small 

difference in performance between two groups who use Scratch and Logo. Scratch 

group have better ability in interpretation conditional statements. While, Logo group 

have better confidence to do programming. However, after the experiment done, both 

groups respond that programming course is difficult and hard to learn. Parson and 

Haden (2007) stated that block-based programming environment apparent as simple 

and far from real programming because fewer syntactic restriction and limitation in 

building complex programs. However, Weintrop (2015) found that 92% of students 

who joined his experiment have good respond in block-based programming. They 

view block-based programming is easier than text-based programming because blocks 

are closer to natural language and no syntax to remember and write.

Matsuzawa et al (2015) have developed hybrid programming environment for 

Java language to track either text or block that students prefer. Earlier in the 

experiment, he found that students prefer block-based modality. But, at the middle of 

experiment and towards the end, students moving to text-based. Block-based modality 

proven in helping novice to learn programming (Weintrop and Holbert, 2018). It leads 

by the development of block programming environment such Scratch, Alice, and 

Blockly as an introductory programming tools for novice or younger learners. While, 

there is a question of the suitability of such modality in transitioning students to future 

computer science learning. Weintrop and Holbert (2018) revealed that at early phase 

of their experiment, students choose block to start building their program, but over the 

time, they choose to use text modality, and returned to block to add new code that have 

not been used yet during their program development.

For some education level, block-based seems too simple but text-based seems 

too challenging for them. Thus, hybrid programming environment proof to be suitable 

environment for teaching introductory programming for students with minimal or no 

programming experience (Cheung, 2009). Plus, this environment increases their 

confidence and interest in programming. As stated in research by Bau et al (2017), 

hybrid or bidirectional mode switching provides two-ways transformation between 

text language and block mechanism. Dual-mode environment benefits users from

4



learnability of block mechanism and get the competency of text mechanism. In 

addition, it supports error handling where single mode of block does not support. User 

can learn programming by using block and in the same time, they also can experience 

error handling like traditional (text-based) programming language. Blanchard (2017) 

makes research of the impact of hybrid programming environment to computer science 

competency, confidence, and interest among students.

Programming environments used by students in most college or university are 

text-based environment such DevC++ and Eclipse (Li et al., 2016). This require 

students to manually type the codes to write a program. They need to remember and 

write the correct syntax, or the compilation of their program will be not successful. 

This become a problem to the beginners of the programming language. According to 

Lahtinen et al. (2005), the lack of understanding programming concept among 

beginners come from programming environment complexities and language syntax. 

Some difficulties that are faced by beginners are (Robins et al., 2003, Truong et al., 

2007, Renumol et al., 2009):

i. Installing and setting class paths for compiler

ii. Learning functionalities of programming editors

iii. Understanding programming questions

iv. Writing code using programming language syntax knowledge

v. Describing the program logic and the difficulty of translating logic to 

program

vi. Poor quality of assistance offered by trainers

vii. Lack of useful information about library functions and header files

viii. Understanding compiler error messages

ix. Fix errors, as determined during the debugging process

Because of that, the choice of programming environment for beginners are important 

to make a significant difference in learning and to encourage them to do a 

programming. Usually, programming environments are developed to meet 

professional programmers’ needs. Besides, this environment contains extensive sets of
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concepts and features where hard for novices to understand especially in understanding 

error and warning message (Pears, et al., 2007).

Programming is difficult and requires many works including dedication and 

training. Difficult is not only to understand concept or course structure, but lack of 

motivation can lead to student frustration (Figueiredo and Garcia-Penalvo, 2018). To 

overcome this problem especially among youth, many researchers inspired to find 

ways to helping teachers in teaching programming, and students in learning 

programming. In addition, some researchers stimulated to doing some research in 

effectiveness of programmable robot or simulator robot as an aided-tool in 

introductory programming course (Major, 2014; Gonzalez & Valcarcel, 2017; Barr, 

2011). Referring to Bau et al (2017), programming environment for novice should 

provide example that easy to find apply and installation free. Besides, vocabulary and 

grammar should be visible. It also should describe simple concepts by using clear 

words and high-level abstraction.

According to Liu, et al. (2013), robotic education used by many schools to 

engage students in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 

activities. In Malaysia, many schools use robotic technology as a tool in support 

teaching of problem solving (Tukimat, 2014). In placing more emphasis, Major (2014) 

claimed that assistant tool like robot simulation offered a more effective and enjoyment 

means in learning introductory programming. Gonzalez & Valcarcel (2017) stated that 

learning programming with robotic interference make learning process become 

meaningful and fun, through teamwork and collaboration.

Besides, the use of programmable robot in education is accepted and convinced 

by preschool teachers that joined teacher training day. Barr (2011) claimed that robotic 

education has positive impact to develop computational thinking and programming 

skills. Research done by Major (2014) stated that use of robot simulator supports 

effective learning programming to beginners. Based on experiment done by him, 

learning programming using robot simulator become a valuable and engaging 

approach to learner especially novice.
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However, programming with robotic can become complex because of the 

increasing number of motors, sensors, and features of the robot to fulfil some objective. 

The complexity of robot makes the programming environment become complex and 

makes the end-user difficult to do programming on robot (Laval, 2018). Besides, Laval 

(2018) and Murphy (2014) claimed that 50% of robots’ failure is because of human- 

robot interaction with non-adequate programming environment. According to Chown 

et al (2006), Tekkotsu environment (Touretzky et al, 2005) have complex environment 

which requires several tutorials to write a simple program. Simpler design should be 

developed for general use in classroom and have a low learning curve to make robot 

move. Low barrier to entry is important to minimize the time requirement to learn 

creating program (Cross, 2013).

1.3 Problem Statement

It is crucial to develop an environment specifically designed for the needs of 

beginning programmers to learn introductory programming. In the past few decades, 

the development of programming environment, tools and languages increased to 

support learning introductory programming processes. Various types of interventions 

have been used to overcome the problems in learning introductory programming and 

help students to develop programming skills. However, novice still find difficult in 

grasp the programming concept. Weintrop and Wilensky (2017) stated that modality 

affected learner in attitudes, perception and conceptual learning. There are three type 

of programming modality; text-based, block-based, and hybrid. The general research 

questions this research tries to answer:

“ What programming environment that suitable for secondary school students 

to learn introductory programming through robotic?”

To answer this question, a set of research questions are defined as follow:

(i) Is a block-based, text-based or hybrid programming environment 

more suitable for secondary school students?
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(ii) What is the strength and potential drawbacks to block-based, text- 

based and hybrid programming environment does secondary school 

students will face?

(iii) What is the most suitable programming environment are being used 

in introductory programming course?

(iv) How to evaluate the proposed environment for teaching introductory 

programming?

1.4 Research Aim and Objectives

The overall aim of this research is to propose programming environment that 

suitable for secondary school students to learn introductory programming. The aim of 

the research incorporates four objectives:

(i) To study the existing programming environment for teaching 

introductory programming

(ii) To study the students’ perception on block-based and text-based 

programming environment

(iii) To propose a programming environment for teaching introductory 

programming

(iv) To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed environment for teaching 

introductory programming

1.5 Research Scope

In this research, the scope of the study is defined as follows:

(i) This study focuses on the teaching introductory programming for 

secondary school students

(ii) Student age range between 13 and 17 years

8



(iii) This study focuses on the programming environment used for teaching 

programming

(iv) This study focuses on teaching programming through robotic

1.6 Significant of Study

Finding from this research will contribute to our understanding either block- 

based, text based or hybrid programming environment fits into more formal, structured 

educational spaces for secondary school. In addition, the intended audience for this 

paper not only among teachers and curriculum designer of secondary school. But, it 

includes computer science community who are planning, designing, and revising a 

new course to teach introductory programming to novices.

The practices, tools, and curriculum resulted from this research will become 

the standard for secondary schools especially schools in Malaysia. The lack of interest 

of programming subject among university students is because they struggle to 

understand the programming concept plus the programming environment itself make 

the problem worsen. In addition, they have not been practically taught of programming 

in their previous studies, for example, in a secondary school. Exposure to 

programming in early stage of education can change the perception of programming 

to better view. Furthermore, the use of right programming environment and tool will 

help students to learn programming in more effective way. Besides, learning 

programming subject will be one of the ways to improve problem solving and critical 

thinking skills. We are confident that the proposed environment is effective at teaching 

introductory programming for secondary school.

1.7 Structure of Thesis

Chapter 1 describes the overview of the study by explain the research 

background, problem statement, research aim, objective, scope and significant of 

study. The remainder of this thesis is broken down into six chapters. The first of this

9
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